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[Links]
york.ac.uk/history/research/majorprojects/russiasenvironmentalhistory/
russianenvironmentalhistory.blogspot.co.uk/
Itinerary

Monday 27 June – Day -1
David arrives in Kyiv

Tuesday 28 June – Day 0
Rest of group arrive Kyiv Borispol International airport
Transfers to Staro Hotel, Kyiv (pre-arranged with Lupine Tours, see transfer list)
Those who have arrived, meet 7.00pm in foyer of Staro Hotel
Those arriving at the hotel after 7.00pm text (not call please) David when you arrive at the hotel.
Dinner – individuals to pay for their own meals and claim on expenses
Overnight Staro hotel

Wednesday 29 June – Day 1
Breakfast (pre-paid) in Staro hotel (available from 07.00 – 10.00)
08:30 Meet in foyer to walk to Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
09:30 Workshop at Kyiv-Mohyla Academy
12:30 Lunch at Academy cafe (David will pay for Leverhulme-funded people and local speakers)
13:30 Dinner (venue tbc) (David will pay for Leverhulme-funded people and local speakers)
Overnight Staro hotel, Kyiv

Thursday 30 June – Day 2
Breakfast (pre-paid) in Staro hotel (available from 07.00 – 10.00)
08:30 Gather outside hotel (with your passport)
Igor (Lupine Tours Ukrainian Rep) will meet group with minibus
12:00 Arrival and Check-in at the Desyatka Hotel, Chernobyl.
Lunch (provided by Lupine Tours)
Tour of Exclusion Zone part 1
17:30 Return to the Desyatka Hotel, Chernobyl.
Dinner (provided by Lupine Tours)
19:30 Evening Workshop in the meeting room of the Desyatka Hotel, Chernobyl
Overnight in the Desyatka Hotel, Chernobyl

Friday 1 July – Day 3
08:00 Breakfast provided by Lupine Tours
Tour of Exclusion Zone, part 2
Lunch (provided by Lupine Tours)
18:00 Arrive back in Kyiv
Dinner – individuals to organise their own and claim on expenses
Overnight Staro hotel, Kyiv

Saturday 2 July – Day 4
Breakfast (pre-paid) in Staro hotel (available from 08.00 – 11.00)
Meet at the front of the hotel to for your transfer to Kyiv Borispol International airport
(pre-arranged with Lupine Tours, see transfer list for your pick-up time)
Departures from Kyiv Borispol International airport
Meals – individuals to organise their own meals and claim on expenses